Assuming that the list of imaginary quadratic number fields of class-number 4 is complete, a determination is made of all imaginary bicyclic biquadratic number fields of class-number 2.
1. Introduction. Recently, Brown and Parry [2] have determined all imaginary bicyclic biquadratic fields A' with class-number H = 1, using results of Stark [11] , [12] and Montgomery and Weinberger [10] giving all imaginary quadratic fields with classnumbers 1 and 2. Assuming that the list of imaginary quadratic fields with class-number 4 given by the first author [3] , [4] is complete, we determine all imaginary bicyclic biquadratic fields with class-number 2. Available evidence suggests that this list is in- However, the observed minimum of ¿(1, Xd) f°r 0 < ~D < A x 106 is 0.1988 (see [4] ).
We let kx, k2 and k be the three quadratic subfields of K, where we take k to be the real field. We write n for the class-number of k and h¡ for the class-number of k¡ (i = 1, 2). The fundamental unit of k is denoted by e. From the work of Herglotz [6] we have ohxh2h H where a = 2 or 1 according as K = Q(yf-1, v~2) or not, and Xn is defined by
NKik(E) = e °, where E denotes a fundamental unit of K. Herglotz [6] has noted that X0 = 1 or 2, and Brown and Parry [2] have remarked that if the norm of e is -1, then X0 = 2. If K = Q(yf:l,y/Z2),theii hx = h2 = h = 1, o = 2, e = 1 + yfï, X0 = 2; and we have H = 1. This field can thus be omitted from all future considerations, and we take a = 1 from this point on.
The determination of those fields with H = 2 falls naturally into 4 cases:
II. hx = \,h2 = 2, III. hx = l,n2 = 4, IV. hx =h2=2.
For H = 2 in case I, we must have n = 2, X0 = 1, or « = 4, X0 = 2; in case II, h = 1, X0 = 1, or n = 2, X0 = 2; in case III, h -1, X0 = 2; and in case IV, n = 1, X0 = 2.
Stark [11] has shown that the only imaginary quadratic fields with class-number 1 are the nine fields Q(yfrn~): n = 1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163.
In case I, direct verification, using tables of class-numbers of real quadratic fields, shows that neither n = 2 nor h = A ever occurs; case I yields no fields K with H = 2.
2. Determination of X0. In this section we develop a criterion for determining the value of X0 in the case when A(e) = + 1. Our first lemma, giving the roots of unity in K, is well known. (a) Ifyf-l E Q(y/m, yf-n), then the only roots of unity in Q(yfm, yf-n) are ± 1, ± yf-l, with the additional roots lM± y¡2 ±yj -2), if m = 2, and Vi(±l ± yf1^), J4(± yß ±vCî),//m = 3. (d) If none ofyf-\, yf-2, yf-3 belongs to Q(yfm, yßn), then the only roots of unity in Q(yfm, yf-n) are ± 1.
Our next lemma occurs in the work of Kuroda [9] and of Kubota [8] .
Lemma 2. Suppose N(e) = + 1. Lemma 2 provides us with a criterion for determining X0. We next develop an effective method for applying it.
We define rational integers x and y by setting
Ví(x + yy/m), x = y (mod 2), if m = 1 (mod 4), e = x + yy/m, if m =2,3 (mod 4).
Further, in order to simplify the statements of the following lemmas, we shall use the term "representable" to mean "representable as the square of an integer of (¿(y^)". 
Thus ake is the square of an integer of Q(yfm). Since ak \bk, ak \d, and thus ak is squarefree.
The following useful lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3. There were no fields with h = 1, A(e) = 1, X0 = 2, H = 1. Of the remaining 143 fields, eight have ñ > 2 and so can be excluded. Five of the remaining fields have
A(e) = -1, X0 = 2, hence H = 2. They are Q(y/-l,yFÏQ), Q(yFl,yF5S), Q(yF2,yFS), (3.2) Q(y/=2,yFÏ3), Q(yp2,yp3l).
Finally, using the criterion given in Lemma 5 we determine whether X0 = 1 or 2 for the remaining 130 fields. We find that there are exactly 85 with X0 = 2, so that Case II yields 94 fields with H = 2.
A. Consideration of Case III. In this case we consider those fields K with hx = 1, h2 = A. In order for H = 2 to hold we must have n = 1, X0 = 2. The classnumber of Qiyf-n) is 4 for the 54 values of n shown in Table 1 ; it is conjectured that this list is complete. We thus have 9 x 54 = 486 fields to consider.
We begin by considering the 54 fields K containing Qiyf-l) as a subfield. Direct examination of tables and genus considerations show that h > 2 (so that H > 2) except in 13 cases. Of these, four have A(e) = -1, so that X0 = 2, H = 2:
(4.1) QiyFÏ, yFVJ), QiyFÎ, y/^ñ), QiyRí, ^=97), ÔiV^, Vrl93).
The condition that 2e be representable is satisfied for n = 14 and 46, so X0 = 1, H = A. The discriminant of the real quadratic subfield in the remaining 7 cases is odd; therefore, 2e cannot be represented.
Thus, the seven fields (4 2) ß^1'^1)' ÔiV^T.V17^), QisF\,yF5Î), Qisfrî,VZ93), Qiyf^ï,yFÏ33), Qiyfr\,y/Zîff), Qiyß\~,^253), all have H = 2.
Next we consider the fields K having Qiyß2) as a subfield. Again, direct examination of tables and appeal to genus considerations show that n > 2 (so that H > 2) except in six cases. Of these six fields, two have A(e) = -1, so that X0 = 2, H = 2, namely the fields (4.4) Q(ypi, yf^) has H =2.
Finally, it remains to consider the 7 x 54 = 378 fields K which do not possess either Q(yf-l) or Qiyf-2) as a subfield. These are all of the form Q(yf-p, y/~n), where p is a prime = 3 (mod 4) (indeed p = 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163) and n is one of the integers Usted in Table 1 .
We begin by looking at those fields for which p^n. Genus considerations show that in cases Ox,Ex,E2 (see Table 1 ) we have 2 \h, and in cases 02,E3,E4 we have 4 \h, so that certainly n =£ 1. In many cases this can also be directly verified from tables. Thus, we need only consider those fields for which p \n. However, when p \n we know from Lemma 6 that X0 = 2, giving H = 2h. However, the only such fields with « = 1 are given by: Case III yields 46 fields with H = 2. Theorem. // the list of imaginary quadratic fields with class-number A given in The following tables were used in the proof of the Theorem:
(i) that of E. L. Ince [7] giving the class-number, the cycles of binary quadratic forms, the fundamental unit e and its norm, and the representation of a suitable multiple of e as the square of an integer of Q(yfm), for fields Q(yfm) of radicand m, 2 < m < 2025;
(ii) that of M. N. and G. Gras [5] giving the class-number and the norm of e of Q(yfm) for radicands m, 2 < m < 104;
